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A B ST R AC T

Voltage-gated sodium (Nav) channels are responsible for the generation
and propagation of action potentials in neurons. They are membrane
proteinswhich, in their open state, permit a depolarising inward current
of Na+ from the extracellular space into the cytosol. This process is
highly discriminative. In mammalian Nav channels, selectivity arises
from the so-called DEKA motif which is constituted of the conserved
Asp, Glu, Lys, Ala residues which define the pore’s constriction site.
Experimentally determined eukaryotic Na+/K+ conduction ratios range
from 10 to 30.
Previous molecular dynamics studies were not able to reproduce

these experimentally observed selectivities and up to date, amechanism
of ion transport in eukaryotic Nav channels has yet to be confirmed.
In this thesis we used classical molecular dynamics to study ion

conduction and selectivity in a truncated pore model representing an
open human Nav1.4 channel. The results from our simulations clearly
suggest higher K+ thanNa+ conductance andNa+/K+ conduction ratios
decreased in the presence of increasing external electric fields and was
highest at physiological conditions of 100mV. An accurate represen-
tation of selectivity is likely to require a more elaborate description
of intermolecular interactions than it can be achieved employing a
simple pairwise fixed-charge interaction potential. Removing a fraction
of the positive charge from the selectivity filter’s lysine residue should
provide a rough approximation of polarisation effects. However, this
modification demonstrated to not increase ion discrimination in the
selectivity filter.

The present results suggest that the employed force field parametrisa-
tion is not adequate for modelling the complex electronic and solvation
effects which are responsible for selectivity in eukaryotic Nav channels.
In four identified binding pockets at the entrance and exit of the

channel pore, negative binding energies coincide with reduction of
water molecules in the first hydration shell. In all sites, binding of Na+
is favoured over K+ and greater extent of dehydration is observed for
the sodium ion.
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S O M M A R I O

I canali ionici voltaggio-dipendenti per il sodio (Nav) sono responsabili
della generazione e della propagazione dei potenziali d’azione nei
neuroni. Essi sono proteine di membrana che, nello stato aperto, per-
mettono una corrente in ingresso depolarizzante di Na+ dallo spazio
extracellulare al citosolo. Questo processo è molto selettivo. Nei canali
Nav dei mammiferi, la selettività si origina da un motivo DEKA che
è costituito da residui altamente conservati di Asp, Glu, Lys, Ala i
quali formano il sito di costrizione. I raggi di conduzione Na+/K+ negli
eucarioti, determinati sperimentalmente, variano tra 10 e 30.

In passato, vari studi in dinamica molecolare non sono stati in grado
di riprodurre queste selettività osservate negli esperimenti e, ad oggi,
non è ancora stato chiarito il mecchanismo di trasporto ionico nei canali
Nav degli eucarioti.
In questa tesi abbiamo usato la dinamica molecolare classica per

studiare la conduttività ionica e la sellettività tramite un modello a
canale troncato che è rappresentativo di un canale umano Nav1.4
aperto. Le nostre simolazioni suggeriscono una conduattanza più alta
per il K+ rispetto al Na+ e si è osservato che la selettività per il sodio
diminuisce all’aumentare di un campo elettrico esterno ed è risultata
massima alle condizioni fisiologiche di 100mV. Una più accurata
rappresentazione della selettività probabilmente richiederebbe una
descrizione più elaborata delle interazioni intermolecolari di quella che
può essere raggiunta impiegando un semplice potenziale di interazioni
tra coppie a carica fissa. Nelle simulazioni, la rimozione di una frazione
della carica positiva dal residuo di lisina del filtro di selettività è
stata applicata per ottenere una approsimazione grezza degli effetti
di polarizzazione. In ogni caso, questa modifica non ha dimostrato di
aumentare la discriminazione degli ioni nel filtro di selettività.

I risultati suggeriscono che la parametrizzazione del campo di forza
impiegata non è adeguata a modellare i complessi effetti elettronici e
di solvatazione che sono responsabili della selettività nei canali di Nav
degli eucarioti.
Nei quattro siti di legame individuati all’ingresso e all’uscita del

canale, energie di legame negative coincidono con una riduzione delle
molecole di acqua nel primo strato di idratazione. In tutti i siti, il
legame di sodio è favorito rispetto a quello di potassio e una maggiore
deidratazione si osserva nel caso del sodio.
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1
T H E O R E T I C A L BAC KG RO U N D

This chapter aims to outline the physical grounds of ion transport
across cellular membranes and provide an introduction to the basics
of theoretical and computational methods which have been used to
model these phenomena.

1.1 ion channels

Ion channels are molecular pores allowing the displacement of Na+, K+

Ca2+ and Cl- ions across cell plasma membranes which are key events
in many biological processes. Ion transport occurs in a passive fashion,
meaning that the driving force leading to a flux across the membrane
is an electrochemical gradient between the intra- and the extracellular
space.
A grouping can be made based on the stimuli which induce a

channel’s opening or closing. Those can be ligand binding, in ligand-
gated ion channels, mechanical deformation, in mechanosensitive
channels, or a change in transmembrane potential, in voltage-gated ion
channels.
Further categorisation can be established from the channel’s dis-

criminatory properties. The pore through which ions pass contains a
narrow region, the selectivity filter, which gives rise to a preference for
allowing the passage of a certain ion species. During transport, cations
are stabilised by negative charges of the selectivity filter residues which
compensates for the loss of water molecules in their hydration shell.
This is required since the channel pore is often just narrow enough to
permit the bare or partially desolvated ion to pass implying the need to
shed hydration layers.

Selectivities vary depending on the architecture of the selectivity filter
region. [1, 2] Potassium channels typically permit the displacement of
one Na+ in 1000 K+ ions whereas sodium channels have a 8:1 preference
for Na+ over K+. [3] Once activated and open, ion fluxes through Na+
and K+ channels amount to approximately 2 to 10 pA. This generates a
conductance which can be measured or simulated and, therefore, used
to quantify selectivity.

1.2 biological role and function of ion channels

Voltage-gated sodium (Nav) channels serve an essential purpose in the
propagation and generation of action potentials. At resting state, the

1



2 theoretical background

cytoplasm is approximately 80mV more electrically negative than the
extracellular space. This gives rise to a negative resting potential. [2, 4]
In the absence of external stimuli, open K+ channels allow positively
charged K+ ions to flow from the cytoplasm into the extracellular
fluid. This movement is driven by a concentration gradient. Negatively
charged Cl- ions cannot permeate the membrane and, therefore, are
bound to remain inside the cell. As the positive charge outside the
cell accumulates, the electric force arising from the electric potential
difference impedes K+ displacement and leads to the establishment
of an equilibrium potential at which no net ion flux is observed. If a
threshold potential of approximately −53mV is reached, firing occurs.
Nav channels open and permit the flux of Na+ from the extracellular
space into the cytosol leading to further depolarisation. The generated
action potential can travel along excitable cells. Once the potential
surpasses 0mV, inactivation occurs within 1 to 2ms. This yields a
positive overshoot in the transmembrane potential. At around 30mV,
the hyperpolarisation triggers the opening of voltage-gated potassium
channels which allows the outward flux of K+ ions in order to restore
the negative resting potential. [4, 5]

1.3 ion fluxes and conductance

The separation of opposite electric charges gives rise to electrical
phenomena.

A net flux of charges is termed a current, �, and is measured in
units of Amperes where one Ampere corresponds to one Coulomb per
second. The sign of such a current depends on the direction in which
the charges are moving. A positive sign indicates the flow direction
of positively charged particles. The magnitude of an electric current is
determined by the electric potential difference between two oppositely
charged electrodes and the conductance of the solution which separates
them.
The potential difference, �, describes the necessary work to move

one charge unit from one point to another and is expressed in units of
volts. Conductance, 6, is the inverse to resistance, ', and specifies the
ease with which a charge can travel from one electrode to another. Its
unit of measurement is Siemens.

The correlationbetween current, potential difference and conductance
or resistance is given by Ohm’s Law:

� = 6� � =
�

'
(1.1)

In biological systems, due to the presence of a concentration gradient,
ion fluxes are also observed at a 0mV transmembrane potential. The
voltage atwhichnet ionfluxes are equal to zero is termed the equilibrium



1.4 structure of human voltage-gated sodium channels 3

potential,��. It corresponds to the potential difference between between
the intra- and the extracellular space. By convention the extracellular
potential, �> , is subtracted from the intracellular one, �8 . The relation
between the concentration ratio of a given ionic species, �, and the
corresponding �� is given by Nernst’s equation where � and ' are
the Faraday and the ideal gas constant and @� is the ionic charge,
respectively.

�� =
')

@��
ln [�]>[�]8

(1.2)

Table 1.1 shows a list of intra- (28) and extracellular (2>) concentrations
equilibrium potentials for Na+ and K+ ions in human skeletal muscle
cells.

Table 1.1: Intra- and extracellular concentrations of Na+ and K+ ions in human
skeletal cells and the respective equilibrium potentials at 37 ◦C. [3]

Ion 2> [mmol L−1] 28 [mmol L−1] �4@ [mV]

Na+ 145 12 +67
K+ 4 155 -98

To calculate the net flux or conductance of a given ion species, �, across
a biological membrane, the potential difference � in equation 1.1 can,
therefore, be substituted by the net potential � − ��.

�� = 6�(� − � ) (1.3)

1.4 structure of human voltage-gated sodium channels

The sodium channel protein consists of a large α (260 kDa) and smaller
β1 (30 to 40 kDa) subunits. The α subunit is typically made up of
around 2000 amino acid residues and can be divided into four homolo-
gous domains. Each domain contains six alpha-helical transmembrane
segments S1-S6. Residues in segments S1-S4 constitute the channel’s
Voltage-Sensing Domain (VSD). The transmembrane segments S5 and
S6, which are connected through a phosphate-binding loop, form the
pore region through which conduction occurs. (see figure 1.1)

Prokaryotic Nav channels are constituted by four identical domains,
each of which contains a conserved Glu residue. Together they form
the EEE motif which gives rise to selectivity. On the contrary, domains
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in eukaryotic channels are different from each other and the selectivity
filter contains a DEKA motif (figure 1.2) which is composed of an Asp,
a Glu, a Lys and an Ala residue in domains I, II, III and IV, respectively.
[6]

A

VSD Pore

I

A

VSD Pore

II

A

VSD Pore

III

A

VSD Pore

IV

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

X1

1 2 3 4 5 6

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

X2

1 2 3 4 5 6

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

X3

1 2 3 4 5 6

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

X4

1 2 3 4 5 6

NH2 COOHP1 P3P2

Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of the four protein domains (I-IV)making
up the Nav-channel α-subunit in lipid membrane (yellow) and
connected by phosphate-binding-loops P1-3 (Gray). Each domain
contains a Voltage-Sensing Domain (VSD), composed of segments
1–4 (red). In the presence of an action potential, helices in segment
4 induce channel opening conformation changes. Segments 5 and
6 constitute the pore region (green). The selectivity filter residues
are indicated by X1–X4 (blue). In the human Nav channel these
correspond to the Asp406, Glu761, Lys1244, Ala1536 residues.

Nav-α proteins are encoded by 9 different genes and expression levels
vary across different cell types. [8] The Nav1.4 channel is mostly ex-
pressed in skeletal muscle. Other types of Nav channels are primarily
found in the central (Nav1.1, 1.2, 1.3 and 1.6) and the peripheral (Nav1.8
and 1.9) nervous system and in heart cells (Nav1.5). [4]



1.5 motivation 5

Figure 1.2: Top view on selectivity filter with DEKA residues (Asp406, Glu761,
Lys1244, Ala1536) of the human Nav1.4 channel. [7]

1.5 motivation

Extensive research has been carried out to investigate dynamics of
ion conduction in prokaryotic Nav channels. [9–11] Although, the
Nav conduction mechanism is less understood than for Kv channels,
there exists consensus that Na+ ions are traversing the channel, at least
partially, hydrated and that the selectivity filter is wide enough to
accommodate multiple Na+ ions. Conduction is assumed to require
the presence of at least two ions. The attraction of a second ion into the
pore region enables a first one, which is coordinated to a binding site,
at the channel entrance, to permeate further into the inner region of
the protein, and consequently through the channel. Selectivity arises
from more favourable interactions of Na+, compared to K+, with the
Glu residues of the planar EEEE motif. [12]
In eukaryotic channels, an interaction mechanism has yet to be elu-

cidated. Ion permeation is assumed to also proceed via a multi-ion
pathway and the preference for Na+ is likely related to the channel’s
rigid structure at the narrow constriction site between the DEKAmotif’s
Glu, Asp, Lys and Ala residue. [12] Mutation of the Lys group were
shown to significantly decrease or even eliminate selectivity. [13] Addi-
tionally, electronic effects and the extent of hydration is likely also an
important factor for the discrimination between Na+ and other cations.
[14]
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The present works aimed to use classical Molecular Dynamics (MD)
simulations to shed light on the conduction mechanism in the human
Nav1.4 channel. Previous research in the group which investigated
ion transport across another eukaryotic Nav channel found higher
conductance forK+ thanNa+. In these simulations, interactionpotentials
were obtainedusing the classical Chemistry atHarvardMacromolecular
Mechanics (CHARMM) force field parametrisation. [15] Therefore,
another goal of the project was to determine whether the contradictory
findings could be linked to the specific channelmodel or if the employed
force field parametrisation is generally unsuitable for representing
atomic interactions involved in ion conduction and selectivity in Nav
channels.

1.6 statistical averages and the ergodic hypothesis

MD simulations can be used to describe time evolution at an atomic
level. Statistical averaging establishes the connection between the obser-
vations which are made at such microscopic scales and corresponding
properties in macroscopic systems.

In a macroscopic system, composed of, states, in equilibrium and
at constant temperature ), the average 〈�〉 of a quantity of interest is
given by the sum over all of its possible values, �= , weighted by their
corresponding probabilities, �= :

〈�〉 =
,∑
==1

�=�= (1.4)

As = → ∞, this distribution approaches a continuum and can be
expressed as an integral in which �(=) is the partition function, given
by a Boltzmann distribution which contains the Boltzmann constant,
:�, and the potential energy of state =,*(=).

〈�〉 =
∫ ∞

0
�(=)�(=)3= �(=) = 4

−*(=)
:�)∫

4
−*(=)
:�) 3=

(1.5)

In statistical mechanics, the here defined quantity, 〈�〉, is termed an
ensemble average. In a MD simulation, the time average of observable
� can be approximated as the average of its values at each (equally
spaced) time instant over a number of " time steps.

�̄ =
1
"

"∑
8=1

�(C=) (1.6)
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As " →∞, this expression becomes equivalent to taking an integral
over all simulation time CC>C :

lim
"→∞

�̄ ≡ 1
CC>C

∫ CC>C

0
�(C′)3C′ (1.7)

The ergodic hypothesis states that, if sampling is performed on a large
number of states,, , and at a sufficiently large number of timesteps,",
ensemble averaging and time averaging become equivalent methods
for computing the average of an observable � which depends on the
coordinates and momenta of a many-particle system and is a function
of the system’s phase space.

In MD simulations, repeated propagation of positions and velocities
of all atoms yields a trajectory which represents the time evolution of
the system. The ensemble of all these points, 8, in phase space, can be
used to accurately predict a wide range of properties of the system,
where each 8, represents a possible state of the system.

1.7 equations of motion

Classical MD simulations address the displacement of particles due to
the sum of all forces, F8 , which act on them. Integrating Newton’s equa-
tions of motion yields a trajectory which describes the time-dependent
changes in positions, velocities and accelerations. The connection be-
tween acceleration and the force acting on each atom is given by
Newton’s second law.

F8 = <8a8 (1.8)

Newton’s equations of motion can also be expressed in themore general
Hamiltonian formulation which uses generalised coordinates, q8 , and
momenta, p8 , instead of Cartesian coordinates, r8 , and velocities, v8 .

p8 = <8v8 (1.9)

Definitions for a particle’s kinetic energy,  8 , and force F8 can be
rewritten in terms of momentum, p8 .

 8 =
1
2<8v2

8 =
1
2

p2
8

<8
(1.10)

F8 =
3p8
3C

(1.11)
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The first equation of motion is given by the derivative of  8 with respect
to p8 which equals the change in position q8 in 3C.

3q8
3C

=
3 8

3p8
(1.12)

In an isolated system, force, F8 , equals the negative gradient of the
potential energy surface.

F8 = −∇* ≡ −
%*

%q8
(1.13)

The second Hamilton equation for an isolated system is obtained by
combining equations 1.11 and 1.13.

3p8
3C

= − %*
%q8

(1.14)

To integrate Newton’s equations of motion of an atomic ensemble in
cartesian coordiante space, each atom, 8, can be assigned a position, r8 ,
a velocity, v8 , and an acceleration vector, a8 . The three quantities are
related in the following way:

v8 =
3r8
3C

and a8 =
3v8
3C

=
32r8
3C2

(1.15)

The time evolution of r8 and v8 is obtained by integration from starting
time C = 0 to end time C:

r8(C) =
∫ C

0
v8(C′) 3C′+ r8(0) and v8(C) =

∫ C

0
a8(C′) 3C′+v8(0) (1.16)

1.8 the virial equation of state , temperature and pres-
sure

The equation of state establishes the relationship between all thermo-
dynamic properties of a system. The force acting on an atom, 8, is the
sum of all forces, F8 9 , arising from the interactions between the atoms
present in the system, a force related to pressure, F? , and other external
contributions, F4GC , such as applied electric fields.

F8 =
#∑
8≠9

F8 9 + F? + F4GC (1.17)
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The Virial equation of state can be derived starting from the time
derivative of r8 · p8 . Using the relations in equation 1.15 and 1.9, the
following expression can be obtained:

3

3C
(r8 · p8) = <8

3

3C

(
r8
3r8
3C

)
= r8 <8

32r8
3C2︸ ︷︷ ︸

<8a8=F8

+<8

(
3r8
3C

)2

︸     ︷︷     ︸
<8v2

8

(1.18)

The second term contains a force, F8 , and the last term is equal to a
kinetic energy contribution,  .

2
(
1
2<8v2

8

)
= 2 (1.19)

Equation 1.18 can be extended to a sum over all particles in a system.

#∑
8=1

<8
3

3C

(
r8
3r8
3C

)
=

#∑
8=1

r8F8 + 2
#∑
8=1

 8 (1.20)

In an ergodic system, the ensemble average term is equal to the sum
of the averages of each of the individual sums. In an isolated system,
external forces are absent which means that the only forces to consider
are those originating from atomic interactions and pressure. Fluctu-
ations in particle velocities and positions are random and, therefore,
symmetrically distributed around the respective average value. Like-
wise, the time derivative of their product follows a random distribution
around an average value which equals zero.

〈
#∑
8=1

<8
3

3C

(
r8
3r8
3C

)〉
︸                  ︷︷                  ︸

=0

=

〈
#∑
8=1

r8F8︸  ︷︷  ︸
,

〉
+ 2 〈 〉 (1.21)

The first term on the right side of the equation is termed the virial,, ,
of the system.

0 = 〈,〉 + 2 〈 〉 (1.22)

In a fully isolated system, the total energy is constant whereas quantities
such as pressure and temperature may fluctuate.
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kinetic energy and temperature The temperature, ), of a
particle system, is defined by its average kinetic energy, 〈 〉, which is
in turn determined by the average particle velocities, v8 :

〈 〉 =
〈
#∑
8=1

1
2<8v2

8

〉
=

3
2#:�) (1.23)

The above equation states, at equilibrium, in an# atomic system, where
each of the atoms has three degrees of freedom, each degree of freedom
contributes 1/2:�) to the kinetic energy (:� is the Boltzmann constant).
Equation 1.23 is the mathematical expression of the equipartition
principle in statistical mechanics.

the virial and pressure As given in equation 1.17, for an isolated
system, the total force acting on its particles is constituted by the sum
of a pressure force, F? , and the sum of all atom-atom interaction
contributions, F8=C :

〈,〉 =
〈
#∑
8=1

r8F8

〉
=

〈
#∑
8=1

r8F?

〉
+

〈
#∑
8=1

r8F8=C

〉
(1.24)

Pressure is applied at the surface of a system, this means that for bulk
atoms this force contribution term will be equal to zero. In the case
of a cubic simulation box, the force acting on each face of the cube is
proportional to the pressure, ?, and the cube’s surface area, !2. The
total pressure force is proportional to the cubic volume + .

� = ?!2 and

〈
#∑
8=1

r8F?

〉
= −3?!3 = −3?+ (1.25)

With these relations established, the equation of state (equation 1.23)
can be reformulated such that it expresses the connection between
a system’s number of particles, # , temperature, ), pressure, ?, and
volume, + , as well its internal forces.

3#:�) +
〈
#∑
8=1

r8F8=C

〉
+ 3?+ = 0 (1.26)

Using the relation between force F and potential energy * , given in
equation 1.13, the virial equation of state can also be expressed in
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terms of potential energy attributed to particle interactions. In a non-
interacting system, this contribution is equal to zero and equation 1.27
becomes to the ideal gas law.

?+

:�#)
= − 1

3:�#)

[
1 +

〈
#∑
8=1

r8
(
−%*8=C

%r8

)〉]
(1.27)

In a #-particle system, the interaction potential*8=C , which depends
on all {r8} can be split expanded into a series of G-body interaction
contributions, where 2 ≤ G ≤ # .

*8=C(A1 , . . . A# ) =
#∑
8< 9

*8 9(r8 , r9) +
#∑

8< 9<:

*8 9:(r8 , r9 , r:) + · · · (1.28)

Inserting equation 1.28 into 1.27, and separating the sum inside the aver-
age by interaction order, yields the virial equation with corresponding
(volume) virial coefficients (B, C, . . . ) which specify the connection be-
tween the macroscopic properties of pressure, volume and temperature
and interaction potentials arising from G-body interactions.

?+

#:�)
= 1 + #�

+
+ #

2�

+2 + · · · (1.29)

At increasing order of G, the relative contributions of the interaction
terms to themeanvirial become increasinglynegligible and it is common
practise to truncate the expansion (usually at G = 2) to approximate to
the total force related to all particle interactions.

1.9 steps in an molecular dynamics simulation cycle

The aim of an MD simulation is the study of dynamic behaviour at
the molecular level. More specifically, atomic positions, {r(C)}, are
repeatedly propagated from an initial time C to time C + ΔC. Here, ΔC
corresponds to a very short time interval with respect to the timescale
of motion inside the system under investigation.
This procedure requires the integration ofNewton’s equations ofmotion
which, in practise, is done using a numerical method, a so-called
integrator. Examples of integrators are the Verlet algorithms such as the
Simple, Leap-Frog or Velocity Verlet or Runge-Kutta and Gear-Predictor
correctors. The Velocity Verlet algorithm provides good stability and
time-reversal properties and is also the integrator implemented in the
Molecular Dynamics program NAMD which was used in for master
thesis. [16]
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velocity-verlet algorithm Topropagate atomic velocities,v8(C),
and positions, r8(C), Nanoscale Molecular Dynamics (NAMD) uses the
following implementation of the Velocity-Verlet integration method.
The algorithm first computes v8 at time C + ΔC/2 through a first order
expansion of v8(C) around the initial time C. According to equation 1.17,
accelerations at timestep C are evaluated from the corresponding forces
�(r8(C)) .

v8
(
C + ΔC2

)
= v8(C) +

ΔCa8(C)
2 (1.30)

The resulting velocities are then used to calculate the positions r8 at
C + ΔC.

r8(C + ΔC) = r8(C) + ΔC v8
(
C + ΔC2

)
(1.31)

= r8(C) + ΔC v8(C) +
ΔC2 a8

2 (1.32)

These new positions are consecutively used to update a8(C + ΔC) and
propagate v8 .

v8(C + ΔC) = v8
(
C + ΔC2

)
+ ΔC a8(C + ΔC)

2 (1.33)

= v8(C) +
ΔC [a8(C) + a8(C + ΔC)]

2 (1.34)

Figure 1.3 illustrates the five main steps involved in one molecular
dynamics iteration which propagates {r8(C)} and {v8(C)} from C to C+ΔC.
In aMD simulation, this cycle is performed" times to yield a trajectory
which describes a system’s time evolution from C = 0 to C = CC>C .

1. The calculation of r(C + ΔC) requires a set of initial positions,
{r(C)}, and velocities, {v(C)}. From those, internal coordinates,
{A 9}, such as bond lengths, bond angles or dihedral angles can be
determined.
At the beginning of a simulation where C = 0, an input of start-
ing coordinates must be supplied. These can be obtained from
databases of experimental data or from quantum mechanical
calculations. If not specified, initial velocities are chosen using
probabilities, �(vi), from a Boltzmann distribution of velocities,
vi, at the chosen simulation temperature, ). Values are set such
that the total momentum, p, equals zero.

�(v8) =
(

<8

2�:�)

)
4
−
<8v

2
8

2:�) (1.35)
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p =
#∑
8

<8v2
8 (1.36)

2. Classical MD simulations use so-called force field parameters to
compute as a set of interaction potential terms whose sum yields
the system’s potential energy, * . Once the functional form of a
potential energy surface is known, a corresponding force � can
be calculated.

3. The magnitude of such a force is given by the magnitude of the
potential energy surface gradient at a given A (eg. 1.13). If* only
depends on one given internal coordinate, A, the resulting force
can be calculated as the derivative with respect to this A.

� = −3*(A)
3A

(1.37)

4. If the forces, {�8}, acting on each particle are known, the corre-
sponding accelerations, {a(C)}, can be computed (see equation
1.8).

5. Once {a(C)} have been evaluated, an integrator is used to update
atomic positions and velocities.
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1. initial positions and velocities
{r8} at time C

{v8} at time C

2. potential energy
* =

∑#
8=1*8

3. forces
F = −∇*
F =

∑#
8=1 �8

4. accelerations
a8 = F8<8

5. new positions and velocities
{r8(C + ΔC), v8(C + ΔC)}

⇑
Numeric integration

⇑
{r8(C), v8(C), a8(C)}

Figure 1.3: Steps in a Molecular Dynamics simulation.

1.10 periodic boundary conditions

The upper limit for themaximumnumber of atomswhich can be treated
in an MD simulation lies between 105 and 106. In a cubic simulation
box, the ratio between surface atoms #B and the total atom number, # ,
is determined by the box length, !.

# ∝ !3 #B ∝ 6!2 ⇒ #B ∝ 6#
2
3 (1.38)

In a system composed of 106 atoms, 6% of these atoms are at the
surface. Real physical systems are made up of far more particles. For
example, one mole of atoms contained in a cubic box contains only
around 7 × 10−6% of surface atoms. In the first case, the contribution
to bulk properties originating from the interactions occurring at the
simulation cell’s surface is not negligible. To simulate bulk behaviour,
an infinite system can be constructed by applying periodic boundary
conditions. In this case, the original simulation box is reproduced in
an infinite three-dimensional array. The behaviour of each image atom
corresponds to that in the original box, identified by the cell vector
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n(0, 0, 0). Interactions are not only considered between all particles
within the primary cell but also between periodic images separated by
an integer multiple, specified by n, of the box length !. The prime in
the first sum in equation 1.39 indicates that interactions between atom
8 with itself are excluded in the original cell.

* =

′∑
n

#∑
8=1

#∑
8=1

*(|r8 9 + n!|) (1.39)

To avoid the computation of infinite sums, in practical applications,
short range-interactions are only computed within a specified cutoff
radius A2 beyond which their contributions are assumed to become
negligible. Long range interactions cannot be treated in the same way.
Their computation is therefore relies on methods which enable the
approximate calculation of infinite sums. The evaluation of the long-
range electrostatic potentials is mostly performed using the Ewald
summation approach which is explained below. [17]

1.11 temperature control in the isothermal ensemble

Sections 1.7 and 1.8 considered an isoenergetic ensemble with constant
particle number, # , volume, + and total energy �. At constant �, the
probabilities, �8 of all states, 8 = {1, . . . , #}, are equal. [18]

�(8) = 1
#

(1.40)

To represent realistic experimental conditions it is oftenmore convenient
to perform simulations at constant temperature, ), rather than total
energy. In a closed system with constant volume, + , and temperature
), according to the canonical distribution function, lower energy states
are more likely than high energy ones.

�(8) = 4
− �8
:�)∑#

8=1 4
− �8
:�)

(1.41)

In an #+) simulation, temperature is readjusted in chosen intervals of
timesteps ΔC.
A constant temperature can be maintained by rescaling particle veloci-
ties inside the system (equation 1.23) or by allowing an energy exchange
between the system and an external thermostat or heat bath which
leads to a fluctuating total energy.
The Andersen method, for example, simulates random collisions

with particle walls reassigns the velocities of a fraction of particles to
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values chosen from a Boltzmann distribution of velocities for the target
temperature. The number of particles to which rescaling is applied is
governed by the collision frequency parameter 5 . [19]

Another approach to temperature regulation proceeds via adjustment
of of particle velocities by a scaling factor �. The velocity rescaling
method [20, 21] and the Berendsen barostat [22] are based on this
principle. In the simpler velocity rescalingmethod,�+' is determinedby
the deviation of the actual temperature)(C) from the target temperature
)B4C . [20, 21] The Berendsen Algorithm, �� contains an additional
coupling parameter ΔC/�. �which is termed ’rise time’ and governs the
coupling strength between the heat bath and the system. As �→∞ the
coupling is removed. [22]

v=4F8 = �v>;38 (1.42)

�+' =

(
)B4C

)(C)

) 1
2

�� =

[
1 + ΔC

�

(
)B4C

)(C) − 1
)] 1

2

(1.43)

In the present simulations temperature was maintained using the
Langevin thermostat which proceeds by extending the equation of
motion for momenta (1.14) by two additional force contributions,
a friction coefficient, �, and a random force, '(C). These terms are
representative of the system’s viscosity and random collisions between
particles. The random force is selected from a Gaussian distribution
with mean value and average equal to zero.[23]

3p8
3C

=
%*

%q8
− �p8 + '(C) (1.44)

1.12 pressure control and the isothermal-isobaric en-
semble

Asmentioned in the previous section, in order to represent experimental
conditions, it is often preferrable to choose a simulation ensemble at
constant temperature and pressure, rather than total energy and volume.
In the isothermal-isobaric ensemble, the probabilities for finding a state
with set ? and ) are given by:

�(8) = 4
− �8+?+8

:�)∑#
8=1 4

− �8+?+8
:�)

(1.45)

This means that the probability for finding the system in a state at
pressure, ?, dependson the simulation cell volume.The relationbetween
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a system’s pressure, ?, and its volume.+ , is given by the virial equation
of state (equation 1.29).

In addition to a barostat which adjusts the cell volume, temperature
can be modulated by a thermostat. [18] In our simulations pressure
was controlled with a Langevin Nosé-Hoover algorithm [24, 25]. This
method can be viewed as an extension of the Andersen barostat [19] in
which constant pressure of a closed system ismaintained, by connecting
it to a piston of mass, ", with an external pressure, , acting on it.
This leads to uniform expansion or contraction of the simulation box
volume. As the piston’s mass, " →∞, 3+/3C → 0.  corresponds to
the target pressure of the system. For this method, the equations of
motion are formulated as follows:

3q8
3C

=
% 

%p8
+ 1

3q8
3 ln+
3C

(1.46)

3p8
3C

=
%*

%q8
− 1

3p8
3 ln+
3C

(1.47)

32+

3C2
=

1
"


(

2
3
∑#
8=1  8 − 1

3
∑#
8=1 F8 · r8

)
+︸                             ︷︷                             ︸
=?(C)

− ︸︷︷︸
=?B4C

 (1.48)

32+

3C2
=

1
"

(
?(C) − ?B4C

)
(1.49)

The Langevin Barostat method adds a collision frequency �, and a
random force '(C), to equation 1.48 which determines fluctuations
in the simulation box volume. Like in the Langevin thermostat, the
random force is selected from a Gaussian distribution with mean value
and average equal to zero. [25]

32+

3C2
=

1
"

(
?(C) − ?B4C + �

3+

3C
+ '(C)

)
(1.50)

1.13 force fields

The Born-Oppenheimer approximation allows the separation of nuclear
and electronic degrees of freedom. Classical potential models are only
explicitly taking into account the nuclear term and handling electronic
contributions in an approximate fashion. A molecular mechanics force
field contains the necessary parameters to calculate interatomic inter-
action energies. Their values are either fitted to experimental data or
quantum mechanical calculations. Each atom is assigned an atom type
which does not only depend on the atomic number but also on its
chemical environment. Therefore, a carbon atom inside an aromatic
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ring is of a different atom type than a carbonyl carbon. In simulations
of biological systems, the CHARMM or the Assisted Model Binding
with Energy Refinement (AMBER) force field are commonly used. The
total potential energy * is usually decomposed into bonded *1 and
non-bonded*=1 contributions.

* =

#∑
8=1

*8 , 1 +
#∑
8=1

*8 , =1

1.13.1 Bonded Interactions

The sumof interactions between covalently bonded atoms can be further
split into a sum of potentials representing 2-, 3-, and 4-body interactions,
specifically bond*1>=3, angle*0=6;4 and dihedral angle*38ℎ43A0; terms.

#∑
8=1

*8 , 1 =

#∑
8> 9

*8 9 , 1>=3 +
#∑

8> 9>:

*8 9:, 0=6;4 +
#∑

8> 9>:>;

*8 9:;, 38ℎ43A0; (1.51)

bond terms The bond stretching contribution is approximated as a
harmonic oscillator. :1 is the respective spring constant, '8 9 is the
distance between a pair of atoms 8 and 9, '0 corresponds to the
respective equilibrium distance.

*8 9 , 1>=3 = :1('8 9 − '0)2 (1.52)

angle terms The angular bending term*0=6;4 between three atoms
8, 9 and :, is likewise assumed to have harmonic character. �
gives the angle between vectors r8 9 and r9: , �0 is the respective
equilibrium angle. The second Urey-Bradley term describes a
spring between the two not directly bonded atoms 8 and : at a
separation distance of '8: and the equilibrium distance 'D1 and
spring constant :D1 .

*8 9:, 0=6;4 = :�(� − �0)2 + :D1('8: − 'D1)2 (1.53)

dihedral terms The dihedral or torsional interactions are calculated
over all atom pairs belonging to three consecutive bonds which
form a dihedral angle. The interactions are calculated using an
angular harmonic potential between the two planes formed by
atoms 8 , 9 , : and 9 , :, ; where # the angle enclosed by the planes.
In case of periodic dihedral potentials, the integer 0 > 0 describes
the order of periodicity. In this case, ! stands for the phase shift
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angle and :3 serves as a multiplicative constant. If 0 = 0, !
represents the equilibrium angle and :3 the corresponding spring
constant.

If 0 ≥ 0:

*8 9:;, 38ℎ43A0; = :3 (1 − cos (0 # + !)) (1.54)

If 0 = 0:

*8 9:;, 38ℎ43A0; = :3 (# + !)2 (1.55)

1.13.2 Non-Bonded Interactions

In a simple parametrisation of interaction parameters, the sum of non-
bonded potential can be split into long-range electrostatic *�>D;><1

interactions and short-range van-der-Waals’*E3, and repulsive*A4?

interactions.
#∑
8=1

*8 , =1 =

#∑
8> 9

*8 9 , �>D;><1 +
#∑
8> 9

*8 9 , E3, +
#∑
8> 9

*8 9 , A4? (1.56)

electrostatic interactions Coulomb interactions are defined
as the electrostatic interactions between the point charges @ associated
to two atoms 8 and 9. � is the dielectric constant which accounts for
screening by the solvent.

*8 9 , �>D;><1 =
1

4��
@8@ 9

'8 9
(1.57)

This energy term is attractive for opposite and negative for equal
charges. The electrostatic interaction contribution decreases at larger
separations '8 9 but, being a long-range interaction, its contribution
does not become negligible even for atoms which are far apart. This
means that in a periodic system an atom is also interacting with its
own replicate images in the adjacent simulation boxes. To account for
this additional interaction term, an additional summation must be
introduced for obtaining the total electrostatic energy of the system.
Interactions between atom 8 with itself are excluded in the original cell
n(0, 0, 0).

*�>D;><1 =
1
2

′∑
n

#∑
8=1

#∑
9=1

@8@ 9

'8 9 + n
(1.58)
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ewald summation The result of the above expression depends on
summation order and displays slow convergence. Therefore, in-
stead of directly implementing equation 1.58, electrostatic inter-
actions are calculated via the Ewald summation method. In this
procedure, a Gaussian charge distribution of width  and oppo-
site sign but same magnitude is placed on each point charge @8 .
Electrostatic energies can be computed from the interactions of @8
with the Gaussian. In this way, the long-range interactions assume
a short-range character which facilitates their computation. To
compensate for the introduced charge distributions, another set
of Gaussian functions with opposite sign to the first ones is added
to the calculation. This way, *�>D;><1 can be decomposed into
three terms.

*�>D;><1 = *38A42C +*A428?A>20; +*2>AA42C8>= (1.59)

where

*38A42C =
1
2

′∑
n

#∑
8=1

#∑
9=1

@8@ 9

'8 9 + |n|
erfc

(
'8 9 + |n|

)
(1.60)

erfc (G) = 1 − erf (G) = 1 − 2√
�

∫ G

0
4−C

2
3C (1.61)

*A428?A>20; =
1

2�*

#∑
8=1

#∑
9=1

@8@ 9

∑
<≠0

4−(�m/)2+2�m'8 9

m2 (1.62)

*2>AA42C8>= = −
√
�

#∑
8=1

@2
8 (1.63)

The additional Gaussian error function term 1.61 makes equation
1.60 decay rapidly as n→∞. The reciprocal space vector m is the
Fourier transform of the real space cell vector n. The correction
term*2>AA42C8>= accounts for the width of the Gaussian functions
distributions which are employed. [17]

van-der-waals’ and repulsive interactions The attractive
van der Waals’ potentials*E3, originates from the interaction of fluc-
tuating instantaneous instantaneous and permanent dipole moments.

*E3, ∝ −'−6
8 9 (1.64)

A positive repulsion energy term*A4? arises from the repulsion between
overlapping electronic orbitals at very short separations and approaches
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∞ as 3→ 0. This contribution cannot be described exactly without the
use of quantum mechanics.

*A4? ∝ 4'8 9 ≈ '−12
8 9 (1.65)

Unlike the long-range electrostatic interactions, van-der-Waals’ and
repulsion energy contributions quickly becomenegligible as interatomic
distances increase. In practise, interaction energies for atoms separated
by more than a chosen cut-off radius '2DC are assumed to be zero
and, therefore, not computed anymore. To avoid discontinuities in the
potential energy surface, so called switching functions can be employed
for smoothing the transition. [17]
In MD simulations, short-range interactions are usually obtained

using model potentials which combine the above two energy terms. A
widely-employed model is the Lennard-Jones potential*!� illustrated
in figure 1.4. At short distances interaction energies are dominated by
the repulsive term and as distances increase*!� → 0. At intermediate
separation the attractive van-der-Waals’ term dominates yielding a
minimum in the potential energy curve. Parameters � and � describe
the energy of this minimum and the distance at which the two terms
cancel out. For each pair of atoms � and � can be calculated as a
combination of both atoms’ respective parameters. [17]

*!� = �8 9

[(
�8 9

'8 9

)12

−
(
�8 9

'8 9

)6
]

(1.66)

�8 9 =
√
�8 · �9 �8 9 =

�8
2 +

�9

2

1.14 polarisability and higher order electrostatic inter-
actions

With traditional pairwise-additive potentials, electrostatic interactions
are usually computed using the Coulomb-potential model (equation
1.57)which approximates electron clouds as fixedpoint charges centered
in the atomic nuclei. All other non-bonded effects are implicitly included
thoughanempirical potentialmodel suchas theLennard-Jonespotential
(equation 1.66).

A real-case charge distribution, however, is neither spherical nor
constrained to the atomic centers. The presence of increasingly complex
interactions, as they are often present in biological systems, quickly
make this approachbecome too simple to accuratelydepict thedynamics
inside the system under investigation. A more realistic description of
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Figure 1.4: Van-der-Waals’, repulsive, and Lennard-Jones potential energy
functions expressed inunits ofminimumenergy, �, and equilibrium
distance, �.

intermolecular interactions can be achieved through explicit account for
multipole moments and polarisability effects. The high computational
cost of their implementation limits the scope of such methods.
Higher order electrostatic moments can be calculated by extending

the previously mentioned Ewald method (p. 20). This can be done
in the fashion of a Taylor series. The multipole expansion involves
different order electric moments where the zeroth, first, second and
third correspond to themonopolar point charge, dipole, quadrupole and
octopole moments, respectively. The distributed multipole description
yields an accurate description at interatomic distances as long as there
is no overlap in charge density. At small separations, a correction for
penetration needs to be applied. [26]

Another phenomenonwhich is often not sufficientlywell-represented
in traditional pairwise-additive potential models is polarisation. Polari-
sation effects refer to an anisotropic redistribution of electron density in
response to external electric fields. A thereby induced dipole moment
creates its own, additional electric field which interacts with the envi-
ronment. Therefore, despite being fully expressible in classical terms,
induction effects present a non-additive term associated to many-body
interactions, which makes them complicated to evaluate. Classical
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force fields which do not explicitly account for polarisability often
overestimate molecular dipole moments.

1.14.1 Polarisable Force Fields

If polarisation effects need to be accounted for, a polarisable force
field model can be employed. This adds an additional term to the
non-bonded interactions,*=1 (equation 1.56).

#∑
8=1

*8 , =1 =

#∑
8> 9

*8 9 , 4 ;BC +
N∑
i>j

Uij, ind+
#∑
8> 9

*8 9 , E3, +
#∑
8> 9

*8 9 , A4? (1.67)

Examples for polarisable interaction models are the induced dipole
model and the Drude oscillator.
In both cases, the total electrostatic energy *4;BC is obtained as a

sum of the Coulomb energy*�>D;><1 and an energy term*38B? which
represents the work required for inducing a displacement in the charge
distribution.

The total electrostatic energy*4;BC is obtained as a sumof theCoulomb
energy*�>D;><1 and an energy term*38B? which represents the work
required for inducing a displacement in the charge distribution.

*4;BC = *38B? +*�>D;><1 (1.68)

InNAMD [16], polarisable interactions can be included using theDrude
polarisable CHARMM force field [27]. The Drude Oscillator model
considers each charge as a pair of point charges which are connected
by a harmonic spring with spring constant :8 . One of the charges is
centered at the atom and represents the nuclear charge. The movement
of the second so-called Drude-particle, situated at the relative location
R8 , is unconstrained in all directions and accounts for the electronic
charge. The total atomic charge is given by the sum of the two partial
charges.

*�
38B?

=

#∑
8

1
2

ki
2

R8
(1.69)
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CO M P U TAT I O NA L D E TA I L S

This chapter will present how the previously explained methods of
computational and theoretical chemistry were used to study and charac-
terise ion transport in the human Nav1.4 channel. Details will be given
on the performed classicalMD simulations and trajectory processing, as
well as, strategies and computational approaches used in constructing
pore models.

2.1 model construction

A large pore model of the NaV1.4 voltage-gated sodium channel’s pore
region, which will be called A, was constructed in Visual Molecular
Dynamics (VMD) [28] based on the cryo-electron microscopy structure
file of the channel in complex with its β1 subunit (figure 2.1; PDB ID:
6AGF) [7]. The system comprised subunits S5 and S6 of all four domains
(figure 1.1).

Figure 2.1: Top view on cryo-electron microscopy structure of the human
Nav1.4 channel’s-α subunit. Chains which were truncated in the
construction of model a are shown in white. [7]

25
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The protein was first correctly aligned along the z-axis using the
Operations of Protein in Membranes (OPM) database and Positioning
of Protiens in Membranes (PPM) web server [29]. After amidating and
acetylating N- and C- end groups, the structure was placed inside a
1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoholine (POPC) lipid bilayer
and solvated in a rectangular box with aqueous 0.75mol L−1 NaCl and
KCl (figure 2.2A). This was done, using the CHARMM-GUI Bilayer
Builder [30–33].
In addition, three different truncated models (B, C, D) of the pore

region were created in VMD (see appendix A) . In all cases, geometries
were defined based on the coordinates of the large model (A; 10 × 105
atoms) after equilibration (see below). N- and C- end groups were
amidated and acetylated and systems were solvated in aqueous NaCl
and KCl (0.75mol L−1 each). The first model (B; 10 × 104 atoms, figure
2.2B) included the selectivity filter loop as well as the adjacent α-
helices on both sides. The second one (C; 10 × 104 atoms, figure 2.2C)
additionally contained parts of the two helices lying directly below
those adjacent to the selectivity filter. A third model (D; 10 × 104 atoms,
figure 2.2D) consisted of the same amino acid residues as model A but
did not contain a lipid membrane.

(A) (B) (C) (D)

Figure 2.2: Poremodel systems: Largemodel withmembrane (A), Small model
(B), Small model with additional helix segments below selectivity
filter (C), Large model without membrane (D).

2.2 molecular dynamics simulations

Molecular dynamics simulations were carried out with NAMD. [16]
At first, an energy minimisation was performed for 10000 steps. Simu-
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lations were performed in the isothermal-isobaric ensemble (NPT) at
303.15K and 1.013 25 bar and a timestep of 2 fs. Hydrogen bond lengths
were kept fixed using the SHAKE algorithm. [34] The van-der-Waals’
cutoff radius, switching distance and pairlist distance were set at 12.0Å,
10Å and 16.0Å. Electrostatic interactions were calculated using the
particle-mesh Ewald method with a grid spacing of 1.0Å.[35] Force
calculations for protein and lipids were based on the CHARMM36 force
field and those of water on the TIP3P model. [36–38] Lennard-Jones
parameters for ions were adopted from Joung and Cheatham. [39]
Data of the first 20 ns was not included in analyses. Trajectories were
processed and analysed using the MDAnalysis Python package. [40,
41]. In order to minimize the Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD),
translations and rotations in the GH plane were removed and the origin
of the system was defined as the Center of Geometry of the DEKA
residues’ Cα atoms.

2.2.1 Equilibration Runs

Pore models A and D were equilibrated in six decreasingly restrained
simulations of 2.5 × 106 timesteps (5 ns) each. Temperature and pressure
were controlledwith a Langevin thermostat (damping coefficient 1 ps−1)
and barostat (piston period 100 fs in run 1-2 and 50 fs in run 3-6, piston
decay 50 fs in run 1-2 and 25 fs in run 3-6). Harmonic constraints were
imposed on the protein backbone (scaling factor = 1) and on side
chain carbon atoms (scaling factor = 0.5). In simulations with model A,
additional dihedral and improper restraints were placed on selected
atoms inside the lipid layer and lipid heads in the membrane were
harmonically restrained to the xy-plane. Table B.1 lists the values of the
force constants of each run.

2.2.2 Production Runs

Temperature and pressure were controlled with a Langevin thermostat
(damping coefficient 1 ps−1) and barostat (piston period 50 fs, piston
decay 25 fs). Production runs with systems A, B and D were conducted
for a total of 150 ns and for 500 ns with system C.

pore models b and c The backbone atoms of the terminal residues
was kept fixed in both cases. For the second model, also the additional
helices below the selectivity filter were constrained.

pore models a and d During production runs, no constraints
were placed on models A and D.
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2.2.3 Constant Electric Field Simulations and Decreased Lys1244 Charge

Two additional simulation series were performed with pore model C.
In the first one, an external electric field was applied along the z-axis of
ion flow (see figure 2.3a). Applied potentials were set to 100, 300 and
500mV.

In the second one, the charge on selectivity filter’s Lys1244 sidechain
(see figure 2.3b) was reduced by 0.5 4. The charge was fragmented into
0.17, 0.17 and 0.16 4 which were removed from the three ε-ammonium
H-atomic charges. To compensate for the reduction in positive charge,
−0.5 4 were also removed from one of the Cl- anions. Simulations were
carried out in the absence of an external field as well as in presence of
the given external potentials.

In both cases, simulation runs were performed for a total of 500 ns.

z

(a) (b)

Figure 2.3: Side view on selectivity filter with indicated direction of external
field (a) and top view of the Lys1244 ε-ammonium group (b) in
pore model C.
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R E S U LT S

This chapter is dedicated to strategies and results of data analyses which
were performed to select a suitable truncated pore model, quantify ion
flux and evaluate the influence of external electric field strength and
charge of the selectivity filter Lys1244 residue on selectivity and protein
geometries. Furthermore, we will characterise four binding sites and
explain approaches which led to their identification.

3.1 pore models

As described in section 1.2, selectivity in eukaryotic channels arises
from the conserved DEKA motif. In the human Nav1.4 channel, it is
constituted of Asp406, Glu761, Lys1244, Ala1536 (see figure 1.2).
Ion conduction through Nav channels happens in response to an

action potential. This depolarisation of the cell membrane is detected
by the voltage-sensing domain and induces conformational changes
which open the channel. [10] To investigate ion fluxes, it is therefore
important to use a model which represents the pore in its conductive
state.

In the present work, this condition was ensured by employing a pore
model which only contained the selectivity filter region but not the
gating helices. A similar strategy was adopted by Callahan and Roux.
[10] In their simulations of ion conduction through the prokaryotic
NavAb channel they embedded the bare selectivity filter region in a
pseudo-membrane consituted of a slab of Lennard-Jones particles. Here,
instead of introducing a membrane, terminal protein-backbone atoms
were constrained. In order to evaluate whether such a simplified pore
construct was representative of the large protein, simulations were
carried out with the large protein model A as well as with the three
truncated pore models (B, C, D). The simplest of the small models,
model B, consisted only of the selectivity filter and adjacent helices.
Truncating the protein exposes hydrophobic core residues to the polar
solvent and can therefore lead to altered dynamics. [7] To reduce
water penetration and reproduce a more native environment, system C
contained eight additional, immobile helix fragments located below the
selectivity filter region. The importance of a the presence of amembrane
was investigated with a third model, D, where protein segments were
identical to those in model A, however, they were not placed in a lipid
membrane.

29
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The quality of the selectivity filter models was evaluated by con-
fronting the density profiles in the simplified systems (B, C, D) with
data obtained in the simulations with the larger reference pore model
(A). The relative positions were defined from the center of geometry of
each individual residue’s terminal sidechain functionality with respect
to those of the common center of geometry formed by the four Cα
atoms.

Figure 3.1: Probability distributions of the DEKA residues in pore models A,
B, C, D along the G, H, I axes.

Figure 3.1 shows that the DEKA residue positions of model D deviated
most from reference model A. The atoms in D were neither subject to
constraints notwere they restrained by the presence of a lipidmembrane.
The broad distribution of the selectivity filter residues is representative
for the increased flexibility in the protein structure.
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Differences between model A and the two small pore models B
and C were less pronounced. The width of their distributions were
generally narrower which can be connected to the constraints placed
close to the DEKA residues which are likely to impact mobility. In the
G dimension, the Glu761, Lys1244 and Ala1536 residue positions in
the large model showed two maxima in their distribution. In model C,
the DEKA residues fluctuated the least which can be connected to the
stabilisation by the additional protein chains.

In A, B, C and D, Lys1244 was the most mobile residue. On all three
coordinate axes its densities spread over a range of at least 4Å. The two
acidic sidechains of Asp406 and Glu761 exhibited narrow profiles of
width ≈2Å on all axes and systems except for model D. Pan et al. [7]
found that the mobility of these residues was limited mobility due to
coordination with Arg756.

On the I axis, in systems A and C, Asp406, Glu761 and Lys1244 had
high probabilities to be found in the same GH plane situated at around
I = 2Å. In bothmodels, the Lys1244 distribution showedmore than one
maximum, the smaller of which was located at around 3Å. The larger
peak was found at −2Å in model A, whereas in C Lys1244 positions
were closer to those of the Asp406, Glu761 and Ala1536 residues (1 to
2Å).
In model B, Ala1536 was found slightly above and Glu761 slightly

below Asp406. Also here, Lys1244 density displayed two peaks, the
first one lying around 1Å above the common maximum of A and C
(3Å) and the second one below at approximately −5Å. The resulting
constriction point in the I-direction between Lys1244 and the acidic
residues presents a potential key factor for selectivity.
In the G direction, in models A and C, Lys1244 was situated up to

8Å apart from Asp406 and Glu761 which were both found at −4Å.
In model B, Lys1244 density was highest the same G coordinate as

the acidic residues.
Consideing also the H dimension, in system B, Lys1244 was situated

almost directly below Asp406 (−1 to −3Å). This was not the case in
models A and Cwhere Lys1244 positions were more widespread across
the GH plane, with G coordinates ranging from approximately −1 to 5Å
and H around −1 to 4Å. Based on these observations, model C was
selected to be most representative of the large pore model.

Taking the positional fluctuations of model D into account, it is likely
that, unless additional contraints or restraints are placed on a fraction
of atoms, the Nav channel protein model without a membrane is not
able to reflect dynamics of the physical system.
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3.2 quantification of ion flux and conductance

To quantitatively evaluate selectivity and conductance characteristics
in each of the simulations, normalised Na+ and K+ fluxes along the
axis of ion transport (I) were calculated. This also corresponded to the
direction in which external fields were applied (figure 2.3a). The ion
current, �I , within the entire simulation box can be obtained as the sum
of all ionic displacements with respect to their positions at the previous
timestep and relative to the height of the cell, !I . [42] Themean flux, 〈�I〉
can be computed by averaging instantaneous data, �I(C), over the whole
trajectory. For the computation of conductance with different Lys1244
charges, the simulation conditions could be considered equivalent
because the reduction of the positive Lys1244-ε-ammonium charge by
0.5 4 was compensated by removing −0.5 4 from one of the Cl- anions.

�I(C) =
1
!I

#∑
8

@8
(AI(C) − AI(C − ΔC))

ΔC︸                  ︷︷                  ︸
EI(C)

(3.1)

〈�I〉 =
∑C

0 �I(C)
C

(3.2)

In the presentwork, the ion channel proteinwas not embedded in a lipid
membrane. The ions in the bulk solvent were therefore free to migrate
in the direction of the external field. In the case where ionic movements
in the entire simulation box were considered for calculating �I , currents
were found to increase linearly with the electric potential difference,
* . As depicted in figure 3.2, the relative conductance increase of K+

exceeded that of Na+ which is in accordance with the higher electrical
mobility of the ion species.
The employed pore model C occupied a relatively small fraction

of the simulation boxes GH-plane (figure 2.2C) and ion fluxes across
the large barrier-free area which was surrounding the protein were
masking the dynamics within the pore region. Therefore, conduction
analyses without considering bulk solvation were necessary to obtain
information about ion transport along the selectivity filter.
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Figure 3.2: Average Na+ and K+ current, in the simulation box in function of
different external electric potentials,* .

To evaluate conductance in the selectivity filter region, ion fluxes were
calculated within a representative cylindrical segment along the I-
axis. The required diameter of this cylinder was determined based
on distances between the Cα-atoms of the DEKA motif’s Asp406 and
Lys1244, and Glu761 and Ala1536 residues as given in figure 3.3.
Largest mean and maximum separations (30E6 = 14.2Å, 3<0G =

15.5Å) were found between Glu761 and Lys1244 at*I = 500 mV and
@!HB1244 = 1.0 4 (see appendix C table C.1). In order to assure that ion
transport within the entire selectivity filter region was captured, con-
ductance analysis was carried out within a cylindrical volume element
of radius 9Å around the COG of the DEKA Cα atoms, COG�� � (see
figure 3.4).

Considering this cylinder, Z1, which stretched over the whole I-axis,
relative changes in conduction flux were comparable to those in the
full box (figure 3.2 and 3.5). The barrier posed by the protein spanning
the entire GH-dimension of the analysis region led to a smaller absolute
conductance.
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Asp406

Lys1244

Glu761

Ala1536

Figure 3.3: Distances used for determining the size of the pore region.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.4: Top (a) and side (b) view on Z1 volume element, COG�� � indi-
cated by black sphere.

The here performed analysis only targeted displacements along the
I-axis. However, even though the applied field exerts a force on charged
particles, ionic movement does not become constrained to one dimen-
sion. Including a large fraction of the bulk solvent region above the
cylinder still captures the flux of ions which are not crossing the GH
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plane through the channel but are bypassing the protein barrier in
regions beyond the area of protein extension.

Figure 3.5: Average Na+ and K+ current, �I in cylindrical volume element Z1
in function of different external electric potentials,* .

As a consequence, to exclusively investigate conductance associable
to ions which are crossing the GH-plane through the channel pore,
the I dimension of the sampling region was further reduced to the
volume elements enclosed by the protein (Z2) or in close proximity to
the selectivity filter (Z3). Representative fluxes were calculated within
the two smaller cylindrical volume elements which are shown in figure
3.6a and 3.6b. Their upper and lower I-limits were determined by
analysing mean and maximum absolute I-dimensions of the entire
protein (Z2; figure 3.6a; appendix C, table C.4) and a fraction of it which
included only the DEKAmotif and 20 adjacent residues (Z3; figure 3.6b;
appendix C, table C.3).
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(a) Cylinder Z2 (b) Cylinder Z3

Figure 3.6: Truncated cylindrical volume elements representing protein (a)
and selectivity filter volume elements (b).

In both analysis regions, absolute conductance continued to increase in
function of applied field strength,*I and also K+ conductance exceeded
that of Na+ (figure 3.7, 3.8) which is contradictory to experimental re-
sults where Na+/K+ permeation ratios in mammalian sodium channels
were found to lie between 10 and 30. [43]

Figure 3.7: Average Na+ and K+ current, �I in cylindrical volume element Z2
in function of different external electric potentials,* .
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Figure 3.8: Average Na+ and K+ current, �I in cylindrical volume element Z3
in function of different external electric potentials,* .

One explanation for this misrepresentation could be the approximating
description of ion-ligand interactions in the selectivity filter region.
The employed classical CHARMM36 force field [15] separates the
non-bonded intermolecular potential into two terms. The first one
describes long-range electrostatic interactions between point charges
and is evaluated as a Coulomb potential (equation 1.57). The second
term accounts for all other non-bonded, short-range contributions in
an average fashion and is represented in a Lennard-Jones potential.
In this case, since their charge is equal, the differences in ligand-ion

interactions between Na+ and K+ are governed by the Lennard-Jones σ
and ε parameters.
However, Na+ has a smaller ionic radius than K+, which results

in a higher charge-to-volume ratio with a stronger polarising effect
on its environment. [44] Especially, an oversimplified accounting for
polarisation interactions is, therefore, likely to explain the failure of an
accurate description of the ion-protein, ion-water and protein-water
interactions which are key to Na+ selectivity.

It has been shown that the positively charged Lys1244 residue in the
DEKAmotif is essential for selectivity in mammalian Nav channels. [45]
Polarising effects of a metal cation would reduce the positive charge
concentration on the Lys1244 ε-ammonium group (see figure 2.3b).
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Tomodel polarisation interactionswith this residue, simulationswere
also carried out with a reduced charge on the Lys1244 ε-ammonium
group’s H-atoms.
In this case, the ’charge redistribution’ was not determined by the

nature of a present ion species but an increased conductance could,
nonetheless, underline the importance of polarisation interactions for
selective permeability.

As illustrated in figure 3.9, in Z2, at @!HB1244 = 1.0 4 and field strengths
ranging from 0 to 300mV, the ratio between Na+ and K+ conductance
remained constant at 0.4. At 500mV, it increased to 0.6 which means
that here the voltage-dependence of �I was slightly higher for Na+
conduction.
With @!HB1244 = 0.5 4, at 100 and 500mV, conductance was found

50% lower for Na+ than for K+, and 40% lower at 300mV. With the
full lysine charge, at 100mV, a charge reduction increased relative Na+
permeation from 0.4 to 0.5 whereas it had no effect at 300mV and an
opposite influence at 500mV.

Figure 3.9: Voltage dependence of @!HB1244 = 0.5 4/@!HB1244 = 1.0 4 conduc-
tance ratios for Na+ and K+ and Na+/K+ conductance rations for
@!HB1244 = 0.5 4 and @!HB1244 = 1.0 4 in Z2.

Comparing the effects of lowering @!HB1244 on the fluxes of each ion
species separately, at 100 and 500mV, decreasing @!HB1244 cut downNa+
and K+ conduction. With*I = 500 mV, reducing @!HB1244 lowered both
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ionic fluxes by 30%. Only at 300mV, did conductance ratios increase
to 1.2 to 1.3 for Na+ and K+, respectively.

Interestingly, at the physical field strength of 100mV, K+ permeation
declined by 40% whereas 90% of Na+ fluxes were found to persist.
Overall, in cylinder Z2, the reduced charge on the Lys1244 sidechain
yielded an better representation of selectivity and employing a less
crude approximation for modelling polarisation effects could thus
further improve the description of ion discrimination.

In the smallest cylindrical selection Z3, trends in the dependence
of conductance of the individual ion species on @!HB1244 were similar
to those found for Z2 (figure 3.10). Here, however, Na+ permeation
only decreased at the highest field strength of 500mV while at 100 and
300mV it was found equal or even higher with the reduced Lys1244
charge. Differently from the observations in Z2, in this case, K+ con-
duction only increased by 10% at 500mV whilst at 100 and 300mV it
was found 20 and 10%below the respective value at full Lys1244 charge.

Figure 3.10: Voltage dependence of @!HB1244 = 0.5 4/@!HB1244 = 1.0 4 conduc-
tance ratios for Na+ and K+ and Na+/K+ conductance rations for
@!HB1244 = 0.5 4 and @!HB1244 = 1.0 4 in Z3.

With a Na+/K+ conductance ratio of 0.7, selectivity was highest at
100mV and @!HB1244 = 1.0 4. The decreases in relative Na+ currents in
simulationswith the full lysine charge,were identical to those calculated
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in the larger cylinder, Z2, with @!HB1244 = 0.5 4. Also Na+/K+ selectivity
was found to worsen by up to 20% with reduced charge at 500mV.

The discrepancy between trends observed in Z2 and Z3 indicate
that, the reduced Lys1244 charge might have positively affected the
description of ion fluxes in the region beyond the extension of Z3 but
the interactions occurring in immediate proximity of the selectivity
filter were likely too complex to be represented with the employed
force field parametrisation and the very simple approach to consider
polarisation.

3.3 external field strength and lys1244 charge

The two driving forces for ion transport across cell membranes are a
concentration and an electric potential gradient. Due to the absence of a
membrane and the use of a periodic simulation system no concentration
gradient was implemented in the simulations. The membrane potential
was accounted for in the form of an external electric field which was
applied along the I-axis, corresponding to the direction of ionic flux. In
line with conventions, coordinates were set such that the extracellular
space was represented by I > 0 and the intracellular box fraction was
assigned I < 9. Positive ions flow along the electric potential gradient,
therefore * < 0 leads to negative ion fluxes along the I-axis. The
direction of positive conductance (appendix D, tables D.1, D.2, D.3, D.4)
is defined in direction of ion transport.

The timescales at which ion conduction takes place is in the ns range.
[46] Applying electric fields is one strategy for accelerating dynamics. By
increasing the amount of conduction events per time interval, required
simulation times and computational cost can be reduced. [12] In this
case it is, however, crucial to consider the possibility that the additional
electric force can alter dynamics andmake themunsuitable to accurately
model processes in the system under investigation.

The DEKA motif of the eukaryotic selectivity filter contains two neg-
atively charged (Asp406 and Glu761), one positively charged (Lys1244)
and one neutral residue (Ala1536). As depicted in figure 3.11, increas-
ing field strengths caused positions of the positively charged Lys1244
residue to shift towards the negative I-direction along which ion trans-
port takes place.
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Figure 3.11: Density profiles of the COG of the terminal selectivity filter DEKA
residue sidechains along the I-axis with respect to COG�� �.

Positions of the neutral Ala1536 and the negative Glu761 were neither
influenced by the external field nor by @!HB1244. Pan et al. [7] discov-
ered that the acidic Glu761, together with Glu764, is stabilised by
the conserved Arg756 guanidinium group. This finding might be an
explanation for the narrow density distributions.

Only at 500mV and reduced Lys1244 charge could a positive shift be
observed on the Asp406 density. This could be related to electrostatic
interaction between Lys1244 and Asp406 sidechains which limited
their mobility in response to the external field. At @!HB1244 = 1.0 4,
this attraction was found to drag Asp406 densities in the direction of
the field. Likewise, with @!HB1244 = 0.5 4, already low field strength
of 100mV caused a significant fraction of Lys1244 density to shift by
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approximately 5Å along the I-axis. At its full charge, this effect was
less pronounced and the maximum of the distribution at 500mV was
found at−3.6Å compared to−4.7Å at @!HB1244 = 0.5 4. This observation
shows that intermolecular attractive forces between Lys1244 and the
acidic residues is stronger than that of the external field.
Figure 3.12 confronts the DEKA GH-positions at different *I and

@!HB1244. In all cases, Asp406, Glu761 and Ala1536 positions remained
unchanged under the influence of an external potential or altered
@!HB1244 whereas a high mobility was found in the Lys1244 sidechain.
Lys1244 was be more located at full charge but no clear correlation
between position, charge and field strength could be observed.
However, the relatively wide density distribution of Lys1244 com-

pared to those of the other DEKA residues, affirms that the dynamics of
this particular sidechain should be decisive in the process of ion trans-
port, and since these are governed by intermolecular forces, it is vital to
use a force field which is able to accurately reproduce interactions with
this residue.
Additionally, density profiles of the Lys1244 sidechain, were found

to remain almost identical, independently of whether Na+ or K+ were
observed within a 10Å of the ε-ammonium group (see figure 3.13)
The same observation held true for the three other DEKA residue
endgroups.

The radius of hydrated Na+ ions is smaller than that of K+, however,
Nav channels are wider than voltage-gated potassium (Kv) channels.
[12, 47] The central cavity above the constriction site is wide enough to
accommodate hydrated ions and with a radius of around 3.5Å even the
smallest diameter of the Nav1.4 channel is still large enough to allow
the passage of partially hydrated ions of both species. [7, 12]
From that follows that size exclusion cannot be the only factor

governing selectivity. It also implies that discrimination between Na+
and K+ should arise from a difference in interactions between residues
of the pore region and the respective ion species.
Selectivity could be related to the presence of the conserved DEKA

motif, and in particular the lysine residue. Differences in interaction
characteristics with Na+ or K+ should, therefore, become evident from
a variation in density distributions of these four residues.
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Figure 3.12: Position distribution of the COG of the terminal selectivity filter
DEKA residue sidechains within the GH-plane with respect to
COG�� �.
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A probable explanation for the misrepresentation of interactions lead-
ing to discriminatory behaviour is, again, the oversimplification and
inadequacy of the employed interaction potential parametrisation. In-
cluding an explicit potential term for describing polarisation effects
would likely yield a more accurate interaction potential.

�
[]

Figure 3.13: Lys1244 G, H and I densities, �, at @!HB1244 = 1.0 4 and*I = 100 mV
and Na+ or K+ within 10Å of COGLys1244 ε-NH3

+ .

Previous research by Callahan and Roux [10] has explored the effect of
a variant electric potential on conductivity behaviour and selectivity
site geometry of ion channel models. In their simulations they found
that magnitudes of potential difference and ion concentrations affected
the orientation of Glu residues in a prokaryotic Nav selectivity filter. In
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their work, at biological membrane potentials of −200mV, they did not
observe selectivity. At −500mV, a preference for K+ conduction was
found.

The present data agrees with these results. As it can be seen in figures
3.6a, 3.7 and 3.8, at 500mV, K+ currents exceeded those of Na+ in both
selections. The increasing I-separation between Lys1244 and the other
three DEKA residues was found to increase with greater applied field
strengths. This explains the generally higher permeability but not the
K+ selectivity.

3.4 binding pockets and dehydration

The inconsistency in selectivity and conductance trends between the
Z2 and Z3 analysis regions indicate the presence of additional coordi-
nation sites, located beyond the extension of the shorter cylinder, Z3.
As discussed in section 3.2, the smaller Lys1244 charge seems to have
affected binding strength in the two regions differently for Na+ and
K+ (see figure 3.9, 3.10). In Z3, at 100mV, a reduction of @!HB1244 left
Na+ conductance unaltered whereas in Z2 it led to a decrease by 40%.
On the other hand, under the same conditions, in Z3, K+ current was
reduced by 20% but only by 10% in Z2. A decrease in @!HB1244 appears
to have increased Na+ binding strength in these regions while it had the
opposite effect on K+. Weakened binding in the entrance region could
be explained by a reduction off access resistance from the positively
charged Lys1244 sidechain. In this case, however, a similar effect would
be expected on the conductance of both ion species.

In order to identify the potential ion binding pockets, density profiles
for Na+ and K+ ions along the I-axis were determined. For both ions,
these peaked at the entrance and exit of the pore which lead to the
assumption that binding sites should be present in these regions. Na+
ions had a relatively higher probability to be found in these sites than
K+ ions which could be related to tighter ion-protein binding and also
explained the lower conductance of this ion species.
The obtained probability densities, �(I), could be used to calculate

relative binding free energies, �(I).

�(I) ∝ − ln �(I) (3.3)

Independently of applied field strengths and Lys1244 charge, the
resultant relative binding free energies were consistently more negative
for Na+ than K+ (see appendix E, figures E.1–E.4) which indicated more
attractive protein-ion interactions with Na+. A correlation could also
be found between relative dwell-times along the I-axis and the number
of coordinating water molecules.
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Favourable protein-ion interactions can compensate the energetic cost
associated to dehydration. In order to elucidate the connection between
binding strength and the extent of hydration, Na+ and K+ coordination
numbers along the I-axis were determined based on the number of
water oxygen atoms within the coordination radius of the respective
ion species. Values of the coordination radii were adopted from Corry
and Thomas (Na+: 3.0Å, K+: 3.4Å). [9]

Figure 3.14: Probability densities, �(I), relative binding free energies �(I) and
hydration numbers for Na+ and K+ ions along the I-axis during
simulations with* = 100 mV

Negative relative binding free energies, corresponding to strong protein-
ion interactions, coincided with low coordination numbers (figure 3.14).
In the bulk solvent region, Na+ was coordinated to an average of 5.8
and K+ to a mean of 6.7 water molecules. This is consistent with data
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from previous Molecular Dynamics simulations which determined
coordination numbers of 5.0 to 5.8 and 6.0 to 7.0 for Na+ and K+,
respectively. The preference for a larger hydration number of the K+

ion is connected to its larger radius. [47, 48]
At 100mV and @!HB1244 = 1.0 4, the Na+ coordination profile along

the I-axis displayed distinct minima at 8, 1, −1, −12, −15 and −17Å.
In these sites, the coordination number dropped below 3 or 4 (figure
3.14). The greatest extent of dehydration was observed at 1Å which
marked the location of the selectivity filter residues.

In the dehydration minima around the selectivity filter, the degree of
dehydration decreased by three water molecules for both ion species
which means that Na+ crossed the channel with a mean of three and
K+ with four coordinated water molecules.

Using Density-Functional Theory (DFT), Dudev and Lim [14] found
that the three coordinating water molecules around a Na+ ion can
coordinate to the Asp406 and Glu761 carboxylate O-atoms and the
backbone carbonyl-O of Ala1536. In this conformation, the Lys1244 ε-
ammonium group can formH-bonds with the second Glu761 sidechain
O-atom and with the Ala1536 carbonyl-O.
Ionic radii of solvated Na+ and K+ have been experimentally deter-

mined to lie around 1.1 and 1.4Å. The higher charge concentration in
the smaller Na+ ion increases binding strength between the cation and
its coordinating water molecules and yields more negative hydration
enthalpies (Δ�ℎH3 = −391 kJmol−1 (Na+); −308 kJmol−1 (K+)). Conse-
quently, with 2.4Å, also distances between Na+ and the O-atoms of
the first hydration shell are shorter than those of K+-O (2.8Å). The
smaller Na+ ion also prefers smaller coordination numbers, therefore,
a selectivity filter with three metal-binding sites favours Na+ over
K+ binding. In addition, Na+ is a better electron acceptor which can
exert a greater polarising effect on its coordinating water molecules.
This is reflected in a greater field strength of the Na+ hydration shell,
which in turn favours binding with Lewis base functionalities of the
protein. Due to the higher energetic cost associated to dehydration,
Na+-binding is facilitated by the presence of the electronegative amino
acids carboxylate groups. [47, 48]
At physical field strength of 100mV, a decrease in @!HB1244 dimin-

ished Na+ selectivity which can be explained by an increased coor-
dination number arising from to reduced spatial constriction in the
selectivity filter region. The selectivity region was defined to lie within
z(COG�� �±2.5Å. Due to the decreased repulsion by Lys1244, Na+
was able to retain an average of 0.3 more water molecules and cross
the selectivity filter with a coordination number of 4.2. Similarly, also
for K+, the mean coordination number in the selectivity filter region
increased from 4.7 to 4.8 (see appendix E table E.1).
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Comparing the extents of dehydration and relative binding free
energies in the central cavity to those at the channel entrance showed
that for similar coordination numbers, binding free energies in the
binding region at I = 8Å were disproportionately more negative than
those found in the selectivity filter.
Table 3.1 shows relative binding free energies and coordination

numbers within ±2.5Å of the binding site at I = 8Å. Independently
of external electric field strength, with a median coordination number
of 5.5, K+ had around two additional coordinating water molecules
compared to 3.6 around Na+. This larger desolvation of Na+ could
possibly explain the more negative relative binding free energies found
for Na+ (−3.1 to −4.0) compared to K+ (−1.6 to −2.8). Considering
both Lys1244 charges and all field strengths, �(I)was by −1.1 to −1.5
lower for Na+ than K+. This difference in relative binding free energy
represents an additional energy barrier which Na+ has to overcome in
order to leave the binding site. Therefore, themore attractive interactions
around I = 8Å have a greater inhibitory effect on Na+ flux through the
channel which is reflected in the higher K+ permeation ratios.

Table 3.1: Average relative binding free energies, �(I), and coordination num-
bers for Na+ and K+ within I = 8±2.5Å at different electric field
strengths,*I , and Lys1244 charge, @!HB1244.

@!HB1244 [4] *I [mV] �(I) Coord. Number

Na+ K+ Na+ K+

0.5

0 -3.1 -1.8 3.8 5.5
100 -3.5 -2.0 3.6 5.5
300 -3.7 -2.6 3.5 5.4
500 -3.9 -2.8 3.5 5.6

1.0

0 -3.1 -1.6 3.6 5.6
100 -3.3 -2.2 3.7 5.5
300 -3.7 -2.3 3.6 5.5
500 -4.0 -2.5 3.6 5.6

For K+ no well-defined sites of dehydration were identified in the
selectivity filter region. As for Na+, increased dwell-times could be
observed at the channel entrance and exit. However, relative binding
free energies and hydration numbers were always above those of Na+,
which explains the higher K+-current.

These results illustrate that conductance and selectivity appear to be
product of various terms including the energetic cost of (de-)hydration,
polarisation effects, possibly also involving charge-transfer, and finally
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spatial constriction and rigidity of the selectivity filter architecture. The
employed force field parametrisation appears incapable of capturing
this complex combination of contributions.
A more precise description of the identified binding regions was

obtained from the correlation between probability densities on all
three coordinate axes. G, H and I density profiles of Na+ and K+ of the
simulations with *I = 100 mV and @!HB1244 = 1.0 4 were discretised
into 1Å sized bins. Ordering these by their common occurrence, four
potential binding pockets, (P1-4; see figure 3.15) could be identified (see
appendix C, table C.2 and figure 3.16). The center of each pocket was
determined from a probability weighted average over the coordinates
of all bins belonging to a given site. All high density regions on the
individual coordinate axes could be associated to a binding site.
Except for site P4, where �I < 0.001 4 ns−1 was obtained, no conduc-

tance within cylindrical regions of 3Å radius and 6Å height around
the identified binding pockets.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.15: Top view (a) and side view (b) of binding pockets and selection
cylinders (centers indicated by black spheres).

The first pocket, P1, was found at 8Å above the COG�� � (figure 3.17).
It is situated between the negatively charged of the Glu764 and the
Asp1248 side-chains which lie above the selectivity filter’s Lys1244 and
Glu761. In addition to repulsion arising from interactions with Lys1244,
there is ions are likely also hindered from leaving the site by the Arg756
residue. Strong attractive Na+-protein interactions in the P1 region are
likely to limit ion passage rates.
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Figure 3.16: Probability densities, relative binding free energies and hydration
numbers for Na+ and K+ ions along the G- and H-axes during
simulations with* = 100 mV and @!HB1244 = 1.0 4

Figures 3.18 and 3.19 illustrate the binding regions P2-4 which are
located at the exit of the pore.

P2 was located in a loop formed by residues 435 to 439. The backbone
oxygen atoms were likely responsible for elevated dwell times in this
region. Unlike in the real channel, in the employed pore model, Ile439
corresponded to a terminal residue. The increasedbinding affinitymight
therefore be connected to the presence of the additional electronegative
carboxyl end-group.
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Figure 3.17: Selection cylinder and residues around binding site P1 (center
indicated by black sphere).

Figure 3.18: Selection cylinder and residues around binding site P2 (center
indicated by black sphere).

Similarly, binding pockets P3 and P4 were found in a loop formed by
residues 790 to 793 with a terminal carboxylic acid functionality on the
Val793 residue. The high dwell-times found in the present simulations
might therefore be artifacts of the simplified pore model and without
physical significance.
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Figure 3.19: Selection cylinder and residues around binding sites P3 and P4
(centers indicated by black spheres).

The top view on the selectivity filter region with the indicated high
density sites (figure 3.15) shows that the P1-P4 were located above or
below the two acidic Asp406 and Glu761 residues. According to Pan
et al. [7] , together with Glu764, these two residues are responsible for
attracting ions from the bulk solvent. Being positioned above the basic
Lys1244 residue, they define a point of constriction from selectivity
originates.
The G and H location of the binding sites suggests that ions are

traversing the channel along the domains I and II rather than in the
proximity to Ala1536. This assumption is supported by the relation be-
tween Lys1244 desity and observed ion flux. As described in section 3.3,
higher ionic currents were be observed when the Lys1244 ε-ammonium
group was more likely to be found at large GH separations from Asp406
andGlu761. Additionally, density profiles in sites P2-P4 exhibited peaks
at different voltages which lets assume that these regions trapped ions
which had crossed the channel instead of only attracting them from the
bulk solvent region.



4
CO NC LU S I O N S

In our investigation we used classical MD simulations to investigate
the effects of variant electric field strength on ion conduction and
selectivity in a truncated model of the human Nav1.4 channel. The
molecular dynamics of this simplified system were validated against a
larger pore model inside a POPC membrane. Additionally, to coarsely
model polarisation effects on the selectivity filter’s Lys1244 residue, the
positive charge on the Lys1244 ε-ammonium group was reduced by
0.5 4.

Stronger external electric potentials were found to increase separation
between the acidic and basic DEKA residues of the selectivity filter.
This trend was also reflected in ion conductance which augmented in
function of electric field strength. At all voltages, K+ flux outnumbered
that of Na+.

Decreasing @!HB1244 could not improve selectivity in ion permeation.
Accordingly, in the selectivity filter region (cylinder III), best ratios of
Na+/K+ (0.7) were found at 100mV and full Lys1244 charge.

Due to strong attractive interactions between acidic and basic DEKA
residues, the voltage-dependent dilatation of the constriction site,
defined by Asp406, Glu761 and Lys1244, was greater with a reduced
lysine charge. In addition to the decreased spatial constriction, also the
number of coordinating waters in the ions’ first hydration layer was
found higher when @!HB1244 = 0.5 4. A higher coordination number in
the selectivity filter region could be associated to increased K+ current.
Along the I-axis, which corresponded to the direction of ion flux,

we could identify three regions in which Na+ coordination numbers
dropped from 6 to 3 (and from 7 to 4 for K+). The same sites, defined
maxima in ionic density distributions, and in all of them, K+ binding
was weaker than for Na+ and total coordination numbers of K+ never
dropped below those of Na+. Using these density profiles, and their
relation to the relative binding free energies, four binding pockets, one at
the pore entrance (P1) and three at the exit (P2–4) could be identified. In
these regions, no, or almost no, ion flux was registered. Overestimated
Na+-protein interactions with P1 are one possible explanation for the
nonphysical conduction ratios.
The here obtained incoherence in Na+/K+ conductance ratios with

experimental data led to the conclusion that the employed force field
parametrisation is was not suitable to reproduce experimentally ob-
served selectivity in the human Nav1.4 channel. [46]

53
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Selectivity in eukaryotic Nav channels seems to be tightly linked
to the presence of a conserved lysine residue in the selectivity filter.
[13] In the present simulations, out of the four DEKA sidechains,
the basic Lys1244 functionality displayed the greatest mobility which
highlights the importance of a proper description of the associated
dynamic behaviour. A more accurate replication of selectivity in future
simulations, should be achieved with adequate interaction parameters
for this residue and an account for polarisation effects.
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AP O R E M O D E L S

Table A.1: Selected residues for the pore models A and D.

Domain Chain ID Residues

I A; B 234 – 286; 336 – 451
II C 683 – 805
III D 1143 – 1298
IV E 1464 – 1601

Table A.2: Selected residues for the pore model B.

Domain Chain ID Residues

I A 392 – 420
II B 747 – 772
III C 1230 –1255
IV D 1522 – 1548

Table A.3: Selected residues for the pore model C.

Domain Chain ID Residues

I A 392 – 420
II B 747 – 772
III C 1230 –1255
IV D 1522 – 1548

I E; F 254 – 271; 423 – 439
II G; H 707 – 724; 775 – 793
III I; J 1164 – 1182; 1269 – 1284
IK; L 1486 – 1504; 1571 – 1589
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Table A.4: Numbers of atoms of the different pore models.

System Numbers of atoms

Protein Membrane Water Ions Total
Na+ K+ Cl-

Large A 9328 26800 61890 35 34 55 98142

Small
B 1746 – 61908 32 32 58 63776
C 4193 – 50265 26 26 47 64557
D 9328 – 73944 42 42 70 83426

Table A.5: Simulation box dimensions of the different pore models.

System Box lengths [Å]

x y z

Large A 95.5 95.5 117.2

Small
B 96.1 95.5 72.6
C 96.8 89.2 66.4
D 94.8 90.2 101.4



BFO RC E CO N STA N T S O F CO N ST R A I N T S A N D
R E ST R A I N T S D U R I NG E Q U I L I B R AT I O N RU N S

Table B.1: Constraints and restraints placed on the protein and lipidmembrane
in system A and on the protein in system D during the equilibration
runs.

Run Force constants [kcalmol−1Å2]

Protein constraints Lipid restraints

Dihedral and improper Planar

1 10.0 500 5.0
2 5.0 200 5.0
3 5.0 100 2.0
4 2.0 100 1.0
5 1.0 50 0.2
6 0.1 0 0.1
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CP RO T E I N G E O M E T R I E S

Table C.1: Mean '<40= and maximum '<0G distances between the Asp406
and Lys1244 Cα atoms.

@!HB1244 [4] *4GC [mV] '<40= [Å] '<0G [Å]

0.5

0 13.6 15.2
100 13.6 15.0
300 13.9 15.3
500 13.6 15.0

1.0

0 13.8 15.4
100 13.6 15.0
300 13.7 15.1
500 14.2 15.5

Table C.2: Coordinates of the identified binding pockets P1-P4.

Binding Pocket G [Å] H [Å] I [Å]

P1 -2.8 3.1 7.9
P2 -0.4 -8.2 -17.2
P3 -6.8 0.9 -15.6
P4 -5.4 1.1 -12.2
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Table C.3: Minimum and maximum z-coordinates (AI, <8= , AI, <0G) of the selec-
tivity filter region with respect to the center of geometry formed by
the DEKA residues’ Cα atoms.

@!HB1244 [4] *4GC [mV] AI, <8= [Å] AI, <0G [Å]

0.5

0 5.6 -7.5
100 5.8 -7.8
300 6.1 -7.3
500 5.9 -8.4

1.0

0 6.1 -7.9
100 5.9 -8.1
300 5.8 -8.1
500 7.0 -7.6

Table C.4: Minimum and maximum z-coordinates (AA, <8= , AI, <0G) of protein
model with respect to the center of geometry formed by the DEKA
residues’ Cα atoms.

@!HB1244 [4] *4GC [mV] AI, <8= [Å] AI, <0G [Å]

0.5

0 14.9 -19.9
100 14.7 -20.0
300 14.8 -20.0
500 14.8 -19.9

1.0

0 14.7 -20.0
100 14.8 -20.0
300 14.8 -20.0
500 14.5 -20.1



DCO N D U C TA NC E DATA

Table D.1: Average Na+ and K+ currents in the entire simulation box (figure
3.2) within 500 ns.

Ion Species @!HB1244 [4] * [mV] �I [4 ns−1]

Na+

0.5

0 -0.1
100 1.9
300 6.6
500 11.2

1.0

0 0.0
100 2.3
300 6.8
500 11.6

K+

0.5

0 -0.1
100 4.2
300 13.1
500 22.7

1.0

0 0.0
100 4.1
300 13.2
500 23.0
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Table D.2: Average Na+ and K+ currents in the cylinder selection Z1 (figure
3.4 and 3.5) within 500 ns.

Ion Species @!HB1244 [4] * [mV] �I [4 ns−1]

Na+

0.5

0 -0.01
100 0.07
300 0.26
500 0.43

1.0

0 0.01
100 0.08
300 0.29
500 0.41

K+

0.5

0 -0.10
100 0.12
300 0.37
500 0.63

1.0

0 0.01
100 0.12
300 0.32
500 0.63
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Table D.3: Average Na+ and K+ currents in cylinder selection Z2 (figure 3.6
and 3.7) within 500 ns.

Ion Species @!HB1244 [4] * [mV] �I [4 ns−1]

Na+

0.5

0 0.03
100 0.03
300 0.06
500 0.07

1.0

0 0.03
100 0.04
300 0.04
500 0.11

K+

0.5

0 0.04
100 0.07
300 0.13
500 0.13

1.0

0 0.08
100 0.10
300 0.10
500 0.18
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Table D.4: Average Na+ and K+ currents in cylinder selection Z3 (figure 3.6
and 3.8) within 500 ns.

Ion Species @!HB1244 [4] * [mV] �I [4 ns−1]

Na+

0.5

0 0.06
100 0.07
300 0.07
500 0.09

1.0

0 0.08
100 0.09
300 0.07
500 0.09

K+

0.5

0 0.11
100 0.12
300 0.15
500 0.14

1.0

0 0.15
100 0.12
300 0.14
500 0.20
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(a)

(b)

Figure E.1: Probability densities, relative binding free energies and coordi-
nation numbers for Na+ and K+ ions along the G, H and I-axes
during simulations with * = 0 mV and (a) @!HB1244 = 0.5 4, (b)
@!HB1244 = 1.0 4.
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(a)

(b)

Figure E.2: Probability densities, relative binding free energies and coordi-
nation numbers for Na+ and K+ ions along the G, H and I-axes
during simulations with * = 100 mV and (a) @!HB1244 = 0.5 4, (b)
@!HB1244 = 1.0 4.
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(a)

(b)

Figure E.3: Probability densities, relative binding free energies and coordi-
nation numbers for Na+ and K+ ions along the G, H and I-axes
during simulations with * = 300 mV and (a) @!HB1244 = 0.5 4, (b)
@!HB1244 = 1.0 4.
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(a)

(b)

Figure E.4: Probability densities, relative binding free energies and coordi-
nation numbers for Na+ and K+ ions along the G, H and I-axes
during simulations with * = 500 mV and (a) @!HB1244 = 0.5 4, (b)
@!HB1244 = 1.0 4.
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Table E.1: Average relative binding free energies, �(I), and coordination num-
bers for Na+ and K+ within I(COG�� �)±2.5Å.

@!HB1244 [4] *I [mV] �(I) Coord. Number

Na+ K+ Na+ K+

0.5

0 -2.5 -0.9 4.5 5.2
100 -1.5 -0.1 4.2 4.8
300 -2.5 -1.6 4.4 5.3
500 -3.2 -2.5 4.1 5.0

1.0

0 -0.3 0.1 4.6 5.0
100 -1.2 0.5 3.9 4.7
300 -1.8 -0.9 4.1 4.9
500 -3.0 -2.1 4.1 5.1





FD E N S I T Y P RO F I L E S O F T H E S E L E C T I V I T Y F I LT E R
R E S I D U E S

�
[]

Figure F.1: Lys1244 G, H and I densities at @!HB1244 = 0.5 4 and*I = 0 mV and
Na+ or K+ within 10Å of COGLys1244 ε-NH3

+ .
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Figure F.2: Lys1244 G, H and I densities at @!HB1244 = 0.5 4 and *I = 100 mV
and Na+ or K+ within 10Å of COGLys1244 ε-NH3

+ .
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Figure F.3: Lys1244 G, H and I densities at @!HB1244 = 0.5 4 and *I = 300 mV
and Na+ or K+ within 10Å of COGLys1244 ε-NH3

+ .
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Figure F.4: Lys1244 G, H and I densities at @!HB1244 = 0.5 4 and *I = 500 mV
and Na+ or K+ within 10Å of COGLys1244 ε-NH3

+ .
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Figure F.5: Lys1244 G, H and I densities at @!HB1244 = 1.0 4 and*I = 0 mV and
Na+ or K+ within 10Å of COGLys1244 ε-NH3

+ .
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Figure F.6: Lys1244 G, H and I densities at @!HB1244 = 1.0 4 and *I = 300 mV
and Na+ or K+ within 10Å of COGLys1244 ε-NH3

+ .
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Figure F.7: Lys1244 G, H and I densities at @!HB1244 = 1.0 4 and *I = 500 mV
and Na+ or K+ within 10Å of COGLys1244 ε-NH3

+ .
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